Modeling of Joint Decision Making
Our aim is to find an adequate joint decision in a competitive case. The process of making a joint decision is modeled by introducing a respective decision variable. Moreover, there are the s. c. decision evaluation functions, which constitute the criteria evaluating the solution from the point of view of each person. Each person has its own evaluation criterion -its evaluation function. These functions are a measure of satisfaction of every person by a given solution; they evaluate a degree of achieving a goal by every person. The bigger value of the function means a bigger satisfaction, so every function is maximized. The basis for evaluation and selection of joint decision are all evaluation functions -the criteria for all persons.
The joint decision selection problem is modeled as a multi-criteria optimization task:
where: k ,..., , 2 1 -particular persons, Task (1) is formulated in the domain of evaluations, i.e. the following task is considered: , 
Introduction
The paper presents the method of facilitating joint decision making in a competitive environment. A joint decision means that several people, whose interests are conflicting, are supposed to make one decision. One should conjoin divergent interest of all people, in order to arrive to a compromise solution for all.
The selection process of joint decision can be modeled with the use of game theory [8] , [9] , [14] .
The process of joint decision making is modelled with the use of multi-criteria optimization with a vector evaluation function. Each coordinate of this vector is the value of decision evaluation function for each person. The decision selection is performed with the use of an interactive computer system. Each person provides his proposition of the decision result for his/her evaluation function. These propositions constitute parameters of the multi-criteria optimization task and that is then solved. Then, each person evaluates the solution. Each of them may agree to the obtained result or not. In the second case the person or persons provide a new value of the parameter -their new propositions and the problem is solved again for the new parameters. The selection process is not a one-time process, but an iterative process of learning about the decision making.
The aim of task (1) is the aid in finding a decision that would be the most compromising for all persons.
Equitably Efficient Solution
The solution in the selection decision process should satisfy certain properties that persons accept as reasonable. Namely, such solution should be: − an optimal solution in the sense of Pareto -i.e.
such that you cannot improve the solution for one person without worsening the solution for the other persons, − symmetric solution -i.e. that it should not depend on the way the persons are numbered; as no one is more important that the others. Persons are treated in the same way in the sense that the solution does not depend on the name of person or on other factors specific to a given person, − equalizing solution -that is, a vector that has less variation of coordinates of evaluation is preferred in comparison to a vector with the same sum of coordinates, but with a greater diversity of coordinates. Any decision that satisfies the above conditions is an equitably efficient decision. Hence, this Paretooptimal decision satisfies additional conditions -anonymity and the axiom of equalizing solution.
The non-dominated results (Pareto optimal) are defined as follows:
,
where: -positive cone without the top. As a positive cone, it can be adopted
. Appropriate acceptable decisions are specified in the decision space. The decision 0 X x ∈ is called efficient decision (Pareto optimal), if the corresponding vector of evaluations ) ( x f y = is a non-dominated vector [4] , [18] . Finally, in the multi-criteria problem (1), which is used to select a joint decision, the relation of preferences should satisfy additional properties: anonymity property and the property of equalizing solution.
The relation is called an anonymous relation if, for every vector
and for any permutation P of the set {1,…, k}, the following property holds:
No distinction is made between the results that differ in the arrangement of coordinates. Evaluation vectors having the same coordinates, but in a different order are identified and that is the anonymity property.
Moreover, the relation of preferences satisfies the axiom of equalizing transfer, if and only if the following condition is satisfied:
for the evaluation vector :
. (5) Equalizing transfer is a slight deterioration of a better coordinate of evaluation vector and simultaneously improvement of the poorer coordinate.
The resulting evaluation vector is strictly preferred in comparison to the initial evaluation vector. This is a structure of equalizing -the evaluation vector with less diversity of coordinates is preferred in relation to the vector with the same sum of coordinates, but with their greater diversity.
Non-dominated vector satisfying the anonymity property and the axiom of equalizing transfer is called equitably non-dominated vector. The set of equitably non-dominated vectors is denoted by W Y 0 . In the decision space, the equitably efficient decisions are specified. The decision 0 X x ∈ is called equitably efficient decision, if the corresponding evaluation vector ) ( x f y = is an equitably non-dominated vector. The set of equitably efficient decisions is denoted by W X 0 [11] , [12] .
The relation of equalizing domination can be expressed as the relation of inequality for cumulative, ordered evaluation vectors. This relation can be determined with the use of mapping that cumulates nondecreasing coordinates of evaluation vector.
The transformation is defined as follows:
Define namely by ) ( y T the vector with decreasing ordered coordinates of the vector y, i.e.
, where and there is a permutation P of the set {1,…, k}, such that ) ( ) (
The relation of equalizing domination w ≥ is simple vector domination for evaluation vectors with nondecreasing coordinates of evaluation vector [11] , [12] .
The evaluation vector y 1 equitably dominates the vector y 2 if the following condition is satisfied:
Solving the problem of decision selection in the joint decision process consists in determination of the equitably efficient decision which satisfies the preferences of every person.
Scalaring the Problem
For determination of equitably efficient solutions of multi-criteria task (1), a specific multi-criteria task is solved. It is the task with the vector function of the cumulative, ordered evaluation vectors, i.e. the following task: , Effective solution of multi-criteria optimization task (8) is an equitably efficient solution of the multicriteria task (1) .
To determine the solution of a multi-criteria task (8), the scalaring of this task with the scalaring function
is solved: = is available to each person. That allows any person is capable to review the set of equitably efficient solutions.
The optimal solution of task (9) should be a solution of the multiple criteria task (8) . Scalaring function should satisfy certain properties -the property of completeness and that of sufficiency. Y 0 can be achieved, using the method of the reference point for the task (8) . In this method the aspiration levels are applied as control parameters. Aspiration level is such value of the evaluation function that satisfies a given person.
The scalaring function defined in the method of reference point is as follows:
where: ) ,..., , ( 
=
-vector of aspiration levels, -cumulative, ordered vector of aspiration levels, e -arbitrary small, positive adjustment parameter.
Such scalaring function is called a function of achievement. The aim is to find a solution that approaches as close as possible the specific requirements -the aspiration levels [4] , 17] .
Maximizing this function w. r. to y determines equitably efficient solution ŷ and the equitably efficient decision x . Note, the equitably efficient solution x depends on the aspiration level y.
Method of Supporting the Joint Decision
The solution of the multi-criteria task (8) is a set of equitably efficient solutions. In order to solve a given problem it is necessary to pick one solution which will be evaluated by all persons. Due to the fact that the equitably efficient solution is a whole set of solutions, the persons perform the selection with the help of an interactive computer system. Such a system makes possible to have a guided overview of a whole set of solutions. The tool used to view this set of solutions is function (10) . Maximum of this function depends on the parameters k i y i ,..., , , , 2 1 = , which are applied by all persons. In the reference point method each person expresses its preferences by specification, with the aid of his/her evaluation function, of such a value that would be fully satisfactory. That is the value of the aspiration level for his/her evaluation function. For any stage of the selection process the persons may provide different aspiration levels. Such levels of aspiration constitute steering parameters of the scalarization function. On this basis the task is solved and the system proposes the solution corresponding to the current values of those parametersfor further analysis.
The method of supporting the joint decision is the following: cess finishes when such decisions are found, which allow to fulfil the aspirations of persons in a maximum possible degree. Method of supporting the joint decision is presented in the diagram 1.
Such a manner of making decisions does not impose any strict scenario and allows for the possibility of modifying the preferences for every person in the decision making process. Persons learn during the selection process about the decision making problem. The persons may check the results of every allowed proposition. The computer will not replace people in the decision making process; the whole process of selecting a decision is guided by all persons.
Example
To illustrate the support of the joint decision making the following example is presented -selection of joint decision by three persons (Wachowicz, 2006) .
The problem of selecting the decision is the following: 1, 2, 3 -persons, } , :
-the feasible set,
-decision evaluation function by person 3, The problem of selection of joint decision is expressed in the form of multi-criteria optimization task with three evaluation functions:
To select the solutions of (11), the reference point method is used for the task with cumulated coordinates of the evaluation vector ordered in a non decreasing manner.
The first step of the vector analysis is to use the one-criteria optimization for evaluation function of every person separately. As a result there is the socalled matrix of goal realization including the values of each criterion, received by solving one of the three one-criteria problems. This matrix allows for evaluation of the scope of changes of particular evaluation function on the allowed set; it provides a certain information about the conflict of the evaluation functions. Matrix of goal realizations generates the utopia vector that represents the best values of each separate criterion. When analyzing the table 1 it might be observed that the biggest selection possibilities has person 2, lower -person 1 and the lowest one -person 3.
The multi-criteria analysis is presented in Table 2 . At the beginning of the analysis every person specifies its preferences as the aspiration point equal to the utopia vector coordinate. The obtained solution is preferred by person 2. In order to improve the solution for all people, person 2 shall decrease requirements in the next iteration. The deterioration for person 2 implies an improvement for 1 and deterioration for 3. In the following iterations the persons decrease their requirements; so, we obtain the solution corresponding to the assigned level of aspirations. For iterations 5 and 6 the following decisions are found . The analysis reveals that there is relevant influence of person 2 and 1 on the solution; however, for person 3 it is far less significant.
The final selection of the specific solution depends on the preferences of all persons. The presented example shows that the method allows the persons to learn about their decision-making possibilities. The search for compromise for everyone is continued in this method.
Summary
The paper presents the method of supporting the joint decision making. The selection of decision is performed by solving the multi-objective task according to the optimization criteria. This method is characterized by:
− the use of information about everyone's preferences in the form of aspiration points -values of goal function that are fully satisfactory to them and the optimal option of the scalar achievement function in order to organize the interactions with all persons, − the assumption that the preferences of persons are not completely fixed and they may change during the decision making process. This method provides a whole selection of equitably efficient solutions and allows everyone to have a relatively free choice. In such a course of action one does not replace people in decision making. The whole process of decision making is guided by all persons. 
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